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In theories of dcvelopment, assumptions made re-zarding the condition of 

labor supply distinguish the classical from the neoclassical approach to the 

transformation of a dual econiomy. In Lewis's well-known classical two

sector model I and Ranis-Fei's refined vcrsion, 2 labor supply is assumed to 

at the initial phase of development, whereas inbe infinitely elastic 
Jorgenson's neoclassical model real wages may vary and earnings in the 

traditional sector are assumed to be proportional to those in the advanced 
the conditions of the labor supplysector.' The distinction maintained on 

function carries with it important implications relating to the process of 

labor transfer, movements of terms of trade, and conditions of economic 

viability of industrialization in tle development ot a dual cconom'ly. In this 

paper, I attempt to assess empirically in a two-scctor framework the growth 

experience of Taiwan during the 1951-65 period and, it is hoped, to shed 

of' the classical and neoclassical some light on the empirical relevance 

models. Attention is focused on the place of labor transfer and the role of 
a labor surplustechnical change in agriculture in the development of 

economy. The experience of Tai\an during this crucial period when 

growth became self-sustaining may be interesting with respect to other 

contemporary developing nations facing largely similar conditions of high 

labor/land ratio and rapidly growing population. The paper is divided into 

nation of the rate and sources Of output growth,four sectionls: (1) 'n exail 
(2) a discussion of labor absorption and its place in Taiwan's economic 

* The author is indebted to William Cook, Seynmour S. Goodman, Donald L. 

I luddle, and Jactles Meltiz, and William Y. M'slofor conmments and suggcst ions. 

W. Arthur ILcvis, "'conotnic )evelopment with n limited Supplies of Labor," 

2 (May 1954): 131) -91; reprinted in A. N. Agarwala and 
MAclh.str School 22, no. 

' ork: Oxford University
S. P. Singh, eds., The E.contomitcs of Uodcrdct'lopul:(nl(New 


Press, 1958), pp. 400 449.
 
2 John C. 11. Fci and Gttstav Ranis, De't'lopomenl of'the Labor Stirph." Economy, 

"A Theory of'
(Itomewood, Ill.: Richard 1). Ir\\in, Inc., 1964); Ranis and Fei, 

no. 4 (September 1961):
Economic Development,'" ,terican Econo mic Rev 'iew 51, 

53 3-65. 
-5Dale W. lorgaenson, "Sumrplums .\gricultural Labour and the )evelo cnt of a 

Dual Econ orn," O.'find Economic Papers 19, no. 3 (November 1967): 288--312. 
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transformation, (3) a consideration of changes in real wages and in terms 
of trade and their growth implications, and (4) a summary and concluding 

remarks. 

The Rate and Sources of Output Growth 
As a point of departure, I follow the assumption by Lewis, Ranis-Fei, and 

Jorgenson that a dual economy consists of a traditional and a capitalist 

sector. Theoretically, the role of reproducible capital in the production 

function should serve as the basis for dividing the economy. But since this 

criterion is difficult to apply empirically, I shall identify the agricultural 

sector of the Taiwanese economy with the traditional sector, and the 

nonagricultural sector with the capitalist sector. It should be noted at the 

outset that despite the acknowledged importance of foreign trade and 

external aid to Taiwan's postwar economic development, their explicit 

role in and contr'butions to the growth of' the economy are not the immedi

ate concern of this study." Therefore they are simply combined with the 

nonagricultural sector. 
The growth of the agricultural sector is measured by changes in gross 

farm output, which is defined here as gross farm product ion net of farm 

output retained on farms as intermediate products. To facilitate analysis, 

farm inputs are classifie]. in the four conventional categories: lani labor, 

working capital, and fixcd capital. With he exception of' working capital, 

represented by the quantities of commercial fertilizers consumed on farms, 

changes in input flows are assumed to be proportional to changes in the 

stock of cultivated land, farm employmcn1t, and fixed capital in agriculture. 

The expansion of the nomagricultural sector is estimated by changes in 

gross domesti, product originating outside agriculture. Nonagricultural 
inputs are categorized as labor and capitoil. Tab!e I presents the output 
and input series for both sectors. 

If we assume that production in agriculture is characterized by con

stant return to scale, variable factor proportions, and neutral technical 

change, we can postulate an aggregate production of the Cobb-Douglas 
stype for the sector as follows: 

Y = A(t)x 1 a.,X2' 3cx 4' (a + b + c + d= I) (I) 

where y stands for gross farm output, xi, x., Y3, and x., for land, labor, 
working capital, and fixed capital, respectively (the exponents are tie 

relative shares of factor income of land, labor, working capital, and fixed 

capital), and A(t) represents technical change, broadly defincd, assumed 

I For a discussion of the role of U.S. aid in Taiwan's postwar economic devClop
ment, see Neil II. Jocoby, U.S. Aid to Ta'iwan: A Study of Fore(vn '-lid, Seljlie/p, and 
Dete/opme'it (Ncw York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1906). 

. We note that the same type of "gricultural production function is assumed by 
Ranis-Fci and by Jormnson. 
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N) TABLE I 

OUTPUT AND INPUT INDEXES OF THE TAIWANESE ECONOMY 

AGRICULTURE NONAGRICULTURE* 

YEAR 

Output 
Index 

(NTS6,086 
Million 
-100)t 

Land 
(874,000 
Hectares 
=100) 

Labor 
(1,514,000 

Man Equiv. 
=-100)§ 

Input Indexes 

Working Fixed Capital 
Capital (NTS1S,956 
(345,000 Million 

M/T= 100) =100)# Aggregate** 

Output 
Index 

(NT523,621 
Million 

=100)tt 

Labor 
(1,153,000 
Workers 
=100)§ 

Input Indexes 

Capital 
(NTS92,557 

Million 
=100) T++ Aggregate§§ , 

1951... 
1952... 
1953... 
1954... 
1955... 
1956 ... 

100.0 
109.3 
122.9 
123.4 
122.9 
133.8 

100.0 
100.2 
99.9 

100.0 
99.9 

100.2 

100.0 
100.7 
101.8 
102.1 
101.1 
99.9 

100.0 
132.7 
145.5 
164.6 
162.9 
183.5 

100.0
105.0 
110.0 
115.0 
119.0 
123.5 

100.0
106.5 
109.5 
112.8 
112.5 
115.0 

100.0
107.0 
113.4 
132.0 
134.0 
144.1 

100.0104.2 
104.1 
108.0 
111.5 
112.4 

100.0103.5 
107.6 
111.4 
114.3 
117.8 

100.0103.9 

105.5 
109.3 
112.6 
114.5 

1957... 
1958... 
1959... 
1960... 

145.7 
154.5 
153.3 
153.4 

99.9 
101.1 
100.4 
99.5 

99.7 
99.7 

101.8 
102.8 

192.2 
194.8 
196.8 
192.8 

128.6 
134.1 
141.6 
147.8 

116.4 
117.6 
119.4 
119.7 

151.6 
162.6 
182.6 
19n.4 

121.4 
127.8 
133.0 
137.5 

121.4 
126.2 
130.7 
137.2 

121.4 
127.2 
132.1 
137.4 

tq 

1961 ... 
1962... 
1963... 
1964... 
1965... 

169.0 
171.8 
169.6 
185.7 
198.0 

99.8 
99.8 
99.8 

101.0 
101.0 

104.4 
105.7 
107.G 
.09.4 
109.7 

184.3 
201.2 
215.6 
254.2 
230.4 

155.4 
162.2 
169.3 
178.5 
191.7 

120.3 
123.6 
127.0 
132.1 
131.8 

208.4 
224.5 
258.4 
294.3 
328.0 

142.9 
147.6 
154.7 
160.4 
163.7 

146.4 
155.3 
163.2 
174.2 
189.6 

144.3 
150.5 
158.0 
165.6 
173.3 

* The sector is inclusive of manufacturing, mining, construction, utilities, transportation, trade, banking and insurance, government, other 
services, and fishery. 

f The series from 1951 to 1960 is from Yhi-Min Ho, pp. 23-24 (see n. 7). The series covers a total of seventy-four major farm products, which 
are aggregated by using the 1952-56 average farm prices as weights. This series is here extended, by the same method of aggregation, to 1965. 

$ From Taiwan, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook, various issues. 
§ Compiled from data taken from Taiwan, Department of Civil Aflairs, Taiwan Household Registration Record and Tai'.'an Demographic 

Fact Book, various issues; Taiwan, Council for International Economic Cooperation and Development, Taiwan Statistical Data Book, various 
issues. Female employment is converted into male equivalent by the ratio of one female worker equal to 0.6 male workers. 



11The series is represented by the quantity of commercial fertilizers consumed on farms. Data on the consumption of commercial fertilizers 
art from Taiwan Statistical Data Book, various issues.

# The series here consists of farm buildings, farm tools and equipment, farm animals, plants and trees, irrigation works, and country roads.
Estimates on farm buildings, tools and equipment, animals, and plants and trees are based on Taiwan, Committee of Sample Census of Agriculture,
Report on the 1956 Sample Census of Agriculture. Capital input in physical ut ts is aggregated by the cost of replacement in the census year. Thecapital stock in 1956 prices is then converted into 1964 prices by a price index of agricultural product-. The conversion ; made to facilitate the 
use of other official data on the net investment recot ded in constant 1964 prices. The total value of irrigatiun works in agri,-:ulture is taken to he the
accumulated sum of irrigation investment in the 1901-56 period. Data on irrigation investment are frcm E. L. Rada and T. H. Lee, IrrigationInvestment in Taiwan (Taipei: Chinese-American Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction, 1963). Total value of country roads is estimated to be
NTS3,192 million at the end of 1963 by the Council for International Economic Cooperation and Development. The estimate is adopted here. Data 
on the net investment in constant 1964 prices are from Taiwan, Directorate General of Budgets, Accounts, and Statistics, Executive Yuan, Republic
of China, National Income of the Republic of China, various issues. 

** The index is derived from equation (2). 
tt From National Income of the Republic of China, various issues. Output is valued at the constant 1964 prices.'+ Fixed capital in manufacturing, mining, and the utilities ;adustries at the end of 1965 is estimated and compiled from Taiwan, Council for

International Economic Cooperation and Development, Repc-t on IndustrialSur.eys in Taiwan, 196.5. Data on inventory and net investment arefrom National Income of the Republic of China. The estimates of the capital stock in trade, transportation, banking, public administration, public
utilities, and construction made by the Council for International Economic Cooperation and Development are adopted here. 

§§ Derived from equation (5). 
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Economic Development and Cultural Change 

to be a function of time. If A(t) is approximated by discrete year-to-year 
.
 

change, equation (1)can be rewritten as Yt = A0(I + r)'x ax2tbx3tCX4wd

Let Y = YIYo and X, = xi,/xo (i = 1,2, 3, 4). Then the index of farm 

output of year twith respect to year 0 can be stated as: 

Y,= (I + r)IX,aX2bX3,cX 4td; 

(I+ r)'I, where I, is the aggregate input index of year t with or Yt = 

respect to the base year 0-namely,
 

(2)it= XtaX 2 ,bX3,cX4,d. 

The rate of technical change for the agricultural sector can be esti

mated from the equation: 

(3)RT = RQt - RN,, 

where RT, = growth rate of technical change, R0, = growth rate of output 

index, and R,, = growth rate of aggregate input index. The above growth 

rate of output and aggregate input indices are approximated from the 
= I-,)/It,]l0O0.following: RQ, = [(Yt - Y,-,)/ Y,_]100,and R, [(I, -


Similarly, in nonagriculture we say:'
 

q = A(t)k"lV (a + P 1), (4) 

where gross domestic product originating from nonagriculture is q, capital 

a and P are the relative shares of capital andand labor are k and 1; ant 
labor in total factor income. As before, if a discrete year-to-year approxi

mation of A(t) is used, and we let Q, = qj/qo, K, k/ko, and L, = It/1o, it 

follows that Q, = (I + r)1K=aLO, or 

Qt = (1 + r)'N,, where Nt KtaLA. (5) 

The rate of technical change for nonagriculture can be defined similarly. 

The relative shares of factor costs in agriculture are estimated as: 

land, 0.2462; labor, 0.4524; working capital, 0.1929; and fixed capital, 

of capital and labor in total factor income originating0.1085.' Shares 
0.6107 forfrom nonagriculture, estimated from official income data, are 

labor and 0.3893 for capital. These estimated relative factor shares are 

used to derive the aggregate input index and the rate of technical changes in 

agriculture and in nonagriculture. 

The same assumption is made by Jorgenson. 

The relative shares of factor income in agriculture are taken from Yhi-Min Ho, 
Vanderbilt Uni-Agricultural Development of Taiwan, 1903-1960 (Nashville, Tenn.: 


versity Press, 1966), p. 63.
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By differentiating equation (1), for agriculture, totally with respect to 
time and dividing through by y, we derive:0 

(dY/dt) . + a(dX /dti) + c(dXdti) + d(dX4]dt)(dA/dt) + b(dX,,/dt) 
Y A X Xa Z X, 

Given discrete year-to-year approximation, we would state this funda
mental growth equation as: 

Y = A + aX1 + bf2 + c 3±+ dV4 . (6) 

According to this equation, the rate of growth of the observed output of 
agriculture is the sum of the rate of technical change in agriculture and 
rates of growth in the conventional inputs, each weighted by its cost share. 
Similarly, the growth equation for nonagriculture can be written as: 

Q = A + ak + 3L. (7) 

The estimated rate of technical change for each sector and sources of 
output growth in terms of growth components are summarized in table 2. 

The overall development record of Taiwan during the 1951-65 
period, as presented in table 2, quite impressive. Both the agriculturali,, 

and the nonagricultural sectors registered an enormously high growth rate 
-8.8 percent per year for nonagriculture and 5.0 percent per year for 
agriculture. Evidence indicates that Taiwan's nonagriculture first began to 
experience rapid growth about 1950.' Moreover, the rate of expansion in 
this sector has tended to accelerate. As a result, a notably divergent trend 
in the relative growth strength of the two sectors,started to develop in 1958. 
Thus in the early 1951-58 period, nonagriculture and agriculture grew at 
an annual rate of 7.2 percent and 6.4 percent, respectively; but for the late 
1958-65 period, the two respective rates were 10.1 and 3.6 percent. 
Significantly enough, the development of this imbalance in the relative 
growth of the two sectors took place in the face of a shift in the terms of 
trade against nonagriculture. 

As indicated in table 2, 62 percent of the in.:remeit in farm output 
and 55 percent of the increment in nonagricultural output in 1951-65 are 
attributable to technical change, thus technical change has played an 

"See Robert NI. Solow, "Technical Change and the Aggregate Production 
Function," Rerhiw of Economics and Slat.Atics 39, no. 3 (August 1957): 312-20. 

1 According It)one estimate, made by the Sino-American Joint Commission on 
Rural Reconstruction (JCRR), Tai%%an's nonagricultural sector grew at an annual 
rate of 4.4 percent bctwcen 1911 and 1940. Although the estimate is made on a basis 
not qutitc comparable to our two-sector classification, it is nevertheless reassuring that 
the rapid grovth of nonagriculturc is conlined to the period 1951-65. The estimate 
made by JCRR appeared in S. C. IIsich and T. 11. Lee, A'lgricultural De'elopment and 
Its C'ontributions to Economic Growth in Taiwan (Taian: JCR R, 1966), p. 107. 
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TABLE 2 

GROWTH COMPONENTS OF OUTPUT, AGRICULTURE AND NONAGRICULTURE* 

AGRICULTUr'E NONAGRICULTURE 

Working 
PERIOD Output Land Labor Capital 

1951-55 .... 5.3 0.0(0.0) 0.1 (0.3) 2.5 (13.0) 
1956-60 .... 3.5 0.0(-0.2) 0.3(0.7) 0.2 (1.3) 
1961-65 .... 4.0 0.1 (0.3) 0.6(1.3) 1.1 (5.7) 
1951-65 .... 5.0 0.0(0.1) 0.2(0.5) 1.2(6.1) 

SOURCE.-From tobie 1. 

* Figures in parentheses are growth rates of inputs. 

t Derived from equation (3). 

Fixed 
Capital 

0.5(4.4) 
0.5(4.6) 
0.5(4.8)
0.5(4.8) 

Technical 
Changet 

2.2 
2.5 
1.7 
3.1 

Output 

7.6 
7.2 

12.0 
8.8 

Labor 

1.7(2.8) 
3.1 (5.1) 
2.1 (3.5)
2.2(3.6) 

Fixed 
Capital 

1.3(3.4) 
1.5(3.9) 
2.6(6.7)
1.8(4.7) 

Technical 
Changet 

4.6 
2.6 
7.3
4.8 

-. 
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important role. Output changes due to increases illproductive factors are 
as follows: in agriculture-working capital, 24 percent; labor, 4 percent, 
fixed capital, 10 percent; in nonagriculture-labor, 25 percent; capital 
21 percent. 

The evidence from Taiwan also cast some possible light on the 
reiationship between the rate of capital formation and that of technical 
change."' Note from table 2 that the rate of capital formation in non
agriculture in the 1956-60 period is higher than in the preceding IO51-55 
period, but the rate of technical change sharply dccli :ed from 4.6 percent 
in 1951-55 to 2.6 percent in 1956-60. Because of a high rate of growth in 
employment relative to capital formation, the capital/labor ratio also 
declined from the 1951-55 level in nonagriculture in !956-60. This might 
suggest that what is important for the rate of technical change in non
agriculture is not so in uch the rate of'capital formation as the capital/labor 
ratio. In agriculture, on the other hand, despite a consistent rise in the 
capital/labor ratio, the rate of technical change declined, and did so when 
the nature of innovational activities in the sector changed notably. As is 
known, for a long time, the two major sources of output expansion in 
Taiwan's agriculture had been higher intensity of'land use and improved 
yields of land based on continuing innovations together with increased use 
of commercial fertilizers and irrigation." These two major sources of 
agricultural growth had alternatcd in importance over time-yield im
provement prevailing in the prewar years, and rises in land intensity in the 
early postwar period.' 2 But quite surprisingly, innovations associated with 
improvement in land intensity ceased to be an important source of farm 
output growth in 1961-65. Rather, acreage expansion through land 
reclamation again emerged as prinary. The evidence seems to suggest that 
the rapidity with which technical change takes place may depend very 
much on the stage of growth. Perhaps, in the initial phase of development, 
innovations accompanied by the extensive application of modern commer
cial fertilizers and the provision of irrigation facilities may lead to dramatic 
increase in land yields and, hence, capital formation and technical change 
will be closely related. However, at later stages of development, intensity 

10aSee, e.g., Robert M. Solow, "Investment and Technical Progress," in htthe

inatical Alelhods in the Social Sciences, ed. K. S. Arrow, S. Karlin, and P. Suppes 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1959); E. S. Phclps, "The New View of 
Investment: A Neoclassical Analysis," Quarterly Journal of Economics 76, no. 4 
(November 1962): 548-67; R. C. 0. Mathews, "The New View of Investment: 
Comment," Quarterly Journal of Economics 78, no. I (February 1964): 164-71; 
Edward Dennison, The Sources of Econoniic Growth in the LUnited States (New York: 
Committee for Economic Development, 1962); and 13.Massell, "Capital Formation 
and Technical Change in U.S. Manufacturing," Review o1 Econonics and Statistics42, 
no. 2 (May 1960): 182-88. 

1 See Hsieh and Lee; Samuel Pao-San Flo, "Agricultural Transformation Under 
Colonialism: The Case of Taiwan," Journal o.'Economic History 28, no. 3 (Septcniber 
1968): 313-40; and Yhi-Min I-o, chap. 8. 

12 Y.-M. Ho, pp. 87-90. 
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replaces land-yielding improvement as the primary source of growth, and 

the relationship between capital formation and technical change may be 

altered. Continued efforts to raise the intensity of land utilization further 

may prove costly, thus ceasing to be an attractive growth alternative. My 

findings also suggest, in line with T. W. Schultz, that a sustained high rate 

of technical change in agriculture may require continuous infusion of new 
input.13
 

Industrial Growth and Labor Absorption 
Between 1951 and 1965 population in Taiwan increased at an annual rate 

of 3.4 percent-onc of the fastest growing populations of the world. Rapid 

growth in population inevitably brings with it an ever-expanding labor 

the central issue in the classical model: theforce. Here we meet head on 
absorption of surplus labor through industrial expansion. On this issue, 

asserts that "the role of the industrial sector in economicJorgenson also 
development iscritical for the elimination of disguised unemployment." 11 

However, %Necan state at the outset that the extent of the enormous success 

of the development elforts in Taiwan cannot be measured in terms of labor 
employment is relatively unimabsorption. The gro th rate of nonfarm 

pressive; the rate for males is 3.6 percent per year, barely enough to cope 

with the growth in the nonagricultural labor force, net of migration. The 

situation is similar for females: 3.5 percent annual growth in the nonfarm 

employment compared with 3.3 percent annual grolth in the nonfarm 

labor force. We shall, however, analyze this important question of labor 

transfer and absorption in detail. 
In terms of our statistical framework, of course, the term "labor 

transfer" refers to internal migration of labor from the agricultural to the 

nonagricultural sector. The magnitude of this internal migration and the 

age and sex characteristics of the migration may be estimated as the 
of eachdifference between the expected and the observed population 

sexsector. In our" calculation, the agricultural population and its agc and 

composition at the end of 1950 is taken as the base. The expected agricul
the basis of prevailing birthtural population each year is then projected on 

and mortality rates (age-specified) in the rural sector of Taiwan. Thus, the 

estimate rests on the following two assumptions: (I) the age and sex com

position of agricultural population in the initial year of 1950 is the same as 

that of the rural population; and (2) the fertility and mortality rates of the 

rural population of Taiwan are i'Jentical to those in agriculture. The 

expected population in nonagriculture by definition then is the difference 

the observed total population and the expected agriculturalbetween 

are
population. Our estimates of the internal migration presented in 

table 3. 

'" Theodore W. SChulz, Transforming Traditional Agriculture (New Haven, 

Conn.: Yale University Press, 1964). 
11 D. W. Jorgenson, p. 300. 
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TABLE 3
 
MIGRATION, 1951-65 (UNIT = 1,000 PERSONS)*
 

MIGRATION OF LABOR FORCE 

12-19 2G-29 30-39 40 and Over Total
 
TOTAL MIG RATION
 

YEAR MALE FENIA1 - Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
 

1951 ........... -5 -I -2 -1 0 1 4 1 -1 -1 1 0
 
1952 ........... 24 33 8 5 4 12 -1 2 0 3 11 22
 
1953 ........... 20 10 -2 2 3 -4 -1 1 9 6 9 5
 
1954 ........... 17 42 11 11 12 9 0 4 -10 3 13 27
 
1955 ........... 36 18 2 0 22 6 -4 -1 -1 5 19 10
 

1956 ........... 41 43 5 5 33 6 -6 2 -6 15 26 28
 
1957 ........... 52 24 5 5 26 6 8 11 6 -10 45 12
 
1958 ........... 30 48 6 11 2 12 -8 1 1 11 1 35
 
1959 ........... 36 56 5 3 9 9 0 9 -2 4 12 25
 
1960 ........... -113 -101 -21 -2 -3 -18 -22 -12 -28 -25 -74 -57
 
1961 ........... 55 34 7 -12 12 9 8 8 3 3 30 8
 
1962 ........... 31 70 5 3 3 12 7 7 -1 16 14 38
 
1963 ........... -3 106 32 14 -84 13 8 15 11 20 -33 62
 
.964 ........... 65 75 16 16 14 14 11 9 4 11 45 50
 
1965............ 63 48 34 22 1 1 9 9 -2 13 42 45
 

Total net
 
migration ...... 349 505 111 82 54 88 13 66 -17 74 161 310
 

SOURCE.-Data on the geographical distribution, age and sex composition, and mortality and fertility rates of the population are computed
from Taiwan Household Registratio:z Record and Taiwan Demographic Fact Book, various issues. Information or. agricultural population is drawn 
from Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook, various issues. 

* Positive figures are out-migration from agriculture; negative ones indicate in-migration to agriculture. 
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Economic Development and Cultural Change 

According to our estimates, approximately 8 percent of the agricul

tural male labor force and 15 percent of the farm female labor force 
5migrated from agriculture. 1 What was the major cause of emigration 

from agriculture? And to what extent had the emigrated , labor force 

been absorbed by industial employment? The answers to the two ques

tions may be found in the light of (I) the time pattern of the internal 

migration, (2) the growth in industrial employment, (3) the growth of the 

expected labor force in nonagriculture, and (4) unemployment. As data 

problems do not permit the study of female unemployment as meaning

fully defined, I shall confine the discussion of unemployment to males. 

Suppose we regard those gainfully occupied and those currently attending 

schools in the labor force as active labor force. Unemployment then can 

be approximated as the difference between the inactive labor force and 

those over ag o4 (see table 4). According to this definition, unemployment 
over the relevant fifteen-yearof nonfarm male labor is 9 percent or more 

period, with the exception of 1958-62. Apart from possible disguised 

unemployment, the estimate of unemployment is lower in agriculture. In 

this last sector, periods of active outmigration were generally related to 

either a rising unemployment rate in the sector, as in 1952-57; or to a 

high and rising unemployment rate, as in 1961-65 (see table 3, col. 12; 

table 4, col. 8). The outmigration of labor from agriculture fell sharply in 

1958 and 1959 when the unemployment rate in agriculture was relatively low 

and declining. This would indicate that outmigration from agriculture is 

associated with low, or lack of employment opportunities inside this sector, 

and not so much with inducements from the outside sector. In line with this 

argument, it may be noted that the outmigration of the farm labor force 

proceeded under the peculiar condition that real wages for the unskilled in 

were less than real farm earnings per worker in agriculture.nonagriculture 
We further note that the 1958-60 decline in outmigration from agriculture 

significantly coincides with a noticeable improvement in the unemploy

ment situation in nonagriculture. Thus, it may indicate that the process of 

labor reallocation could well have been one of relocating surplus labor 

from agriculture to nonagriculture. 
To a large extent, the growth in industrial employment relative to the 

growth of the labor force within the industrial sector determines the ability 

of this sector to absorb emigrated farm labor. Suppose we assume that the 

following relation holds" AA = AE - (AL,, - AS), where AA is the net 

absorption of the 	emigrated farm workers, AE the increment in nonfarm 
labor force in nonfarmemployment, AL,, 	the increment in the expected 

the increment in the number of students in nonagriculsector," and AS, 

ture. Thus, (AL,, - AS) represents the net addition to the labor force
 

11 Labor force is defined here as the portion of the population over II years of 

age. 
'(I Note that the net addition to the nonagricultural labor force represents the 

growth in the labor force in nonagriculture without migration. 
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TABLE 4 
ECONOMIC STATUS OF LABOR FORCE (7o) 

AGRICULTURE 	 NONAGRICULTURE 

Active Labor Force Inactive Labor Force Active Labor Force Inactive Labor Force 

Employed Schooling* Over 64 Unemployed Employed Schooling* Over 64 Unemployed 

YEAR Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

1951... 88.4 39.9 6.4 3.4 2.1 3.1 3.1 53.6 78.0 14.7 8.6 6.3 1.4 2.5 12.0 76.5
 
1952... 87.5 39.9 7.3 3.6 2.0 3.2 3.2 54.2 79.1 13.8 9.4 6.2 1.6 2.4 9.9 77.6
 
1953... 86.4 38.3 8.1 4.0 2.0 3.2 3.5 54.5 76.6 12.4 9.8 7.1 1.3 2.3 12.3 78.2
 
1954... 85.9 36. c, 3.3 4.4 2.1 3.1 3.7 55.6 77.0 11.8 10.1 7.2 1.3 2.5 11.6 78.5
 
1955... 83.8 35..; 9.7 5.0 2.1 3.1 4.4 56.0 76.6 11.9 10.8 8.1 1.1 2.4 11.5 77.6
 

1956... 81.8 35.7 10.6 5.7 2.1 3.1 4.5 55.5 74.8 10.0 12.0 8.4 1.2 2.5 12.0 79.1 
1957... 82.8 34.3 11.9 6.7 2.1 3.1 3.2 55.9 77.4 13.1 12.0 8.9 1.3 2.4 9.3 75.6 
1958... 81.8 33.3 13.2 6.6 2.1 3.1 2.9 57.0 78.6 13.2 13.4 9.2 1.4 2.3 5.7 75.3 
1959... 81.9 33.4 14.6 7.7 2.1 3.1 1.4 55.8 77.3 13.2 14.0 ;.8 1.3 2.4 7.4 74.6 
1960... 76.7 31.3 14.8 8.6 2.2 3.2 6.3 56.9 80.4 13.8 15.0 10.1 1.4 1.9 3.2 74.2 

1961... 76.7 30.6 15.6 9.0 2.2 3.2 5.3 57.2 78.4 14.0 15.1 11.9 1.5 2.2 5.0 71.9 
1962... 76.4 30.2 16.8 9.6 2.2 3.2 4.6 57.0 76.7 13.7 15.6 11.7 1.5 2.3 6.2 72.3 
1963... 73.1 30.4 17.0 10.7 2.2 3.1 7.7 55.8 71.6 14.0 14.9 11.7 1.5 2.4 12.0 71.9
 
1964... 73.5 30.1 
 17.9 11.7 2.2 3.2 6.4 55.0 71.1 14.7 15.6 12.3 1.5 2.4 11.8 70.6 
1965... 	71.9 29.6 18.8 13.0 2.3 3.2 7.0 54.2 72.1 13.1 16.5 12.8 1.5 2.4 9.9 71.7
 

SOURCE.-See table 3.
 

* The total number of students of age twelve and over are official statistics published by the Minis:ry of Ldux::'on, Repul.ic n',Chi '. The 

number of students in each sector is estimated through the following procedure: We first assume that the portion of the labor force attending 
schools in agriculture and in nonagriculture is proportional to the number of graduates of the primary schools and the junior high schools to the "< 
labor force in each sector. If,for example, 15 percent of the labor force in nonagriculture and 10 percent of the agricultural labor force, completed . 
either primary or junior high school education, we obtained a ratio of 60 to 40 percent. If in any given year 12 percent of the total labor force 
attended schools, we derive a 7.2 percent (12 percent multiplied by 0.6), which is taken to be the proportion of nonagricultural labor force currently -. 

atending schools. The division is in fact based on the rural-urban division of the population, instead of the division of agriculture versus non
, agriculture. 
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available for employment. To compare it with the increment in nonfarm 
farm labor can beemployment, the net absorption of the emigrated 


estimated. My estimates, along with the magnitude of net migration, 
are 

shown in table 5. Given the relation assumed, it would appear that the 

TABLE 5
 
LABOR ABSORPTION OF NONAGRICULTURIE
 

(UNIT = 1,-00 PERSONS)
 

+
AL* AS,, "1 AL - AS, AE+ AA§ Migration" 

Male: 
128 124
1951-57 ..... 180 80 1Co 228 


1958-60 ..... 198 66 132 157 25 -61
 
-72 98
1961-65 ..... 424 110 314 242 


Fenale: 
1951-57 ..... 185 66 I1lO 19 -100 104
 

1958-60 ..... i34 21 113 28 --85 3
 
-169 203
1961-65 ..... 344 114 230 61 


* Nonagricultural labor force net of migration for any given year is the difference 

between 	the total labor force and the expected labor force in agricLlture. 
t See the note in table 4. 
t. See table I, §. 
§ See the text.
IFrom table 3. 

emigrated farm male labor in 1951-57 had been fully brought into gainful 

employment in nonagriculture, for AA is approximately equal to the 

number of immigrants the industrial sector gained. However, 12 percent 

of the nonfarm labor force were unemployed in 1951. Unless we assume 

that these jobless nonfarm laborers remained unemployed, we can reason

ably infer that the expansion of nonlarm employment probably relied 

more upon previously unemployed workers within the sector than upon 
as the major source of labor supply.the 	newly emigrated farm workers 

This argument is in line with the event that subsequently took place in 

1958-60, when agriculture gained in net migration, despite the measured 

ability of the industrial sector to absorb emigrated farm labor, as indicated 

by a positive AA. This would certainly suggest that the growth of industrial 

employment failed to reach the emigrated farm workers and those that 

had previously emigrated from agriculture chose to return. Although the 

rate of capital formation and technical change had accelerated in 1961-65, 

the 	 increase in nonagriculture employment is disappointing compared 

with the size of migration. The sharp rise in the unemployment rate in 

nonagriculture in 1961-65 thus reflects the low rate of labor absorption of 

the 	 industrial sector in the face of a revival of outmigration of farm 

workers. 
The outmigration of the agricultural female workers proceeded 

throughout the period despite total lack of absorption, as indicated by the 

negative magnitude of AA. Since expansion in employment for females in 

nonagriculture cannot explain the outmigration of females from agriculture, 
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it is reasonable to argue that population pressure is tht. cause. We also 
note that the rate of participation of the female labor force in non
agriculture remained heing stable throughout the period. Thus, a high ral. 
of absorption is unlikely uiless tileattitude of tile I;.male labor in non
agricultu re toward income and leisure had unudergone some rather tin
precedented alld drastic change. 

Anot her interesting aspect of the Taiwanese growth scene is that 
despite I low labor absorption rate oiutside of' agriculiure, the congested 
condiit ithin agricultu-e, and a rapidly grosing poptilation. the level 
of' unemipoyment is surprisiigly stable; in fact, if' anything, it wNas INer 
at the end than at the beginning of the period. The 'xpansion of educa.tlion 
is the only possiblc explanation. The portion of the male labor force in 
agric.IAture attending schools increased from 6.4 percent in 1951 to 18.8 
percent in 1965. For the felale labor force. the increase was from 3.4 
percent to 13.0 percent in tile same time span. Much the same happened in 
nonagriculture. thc rate rising from 8.6 percent to 16.5 percent for males, 
from 6.3 percent to 12.8 percelt for femalcs. That a growip portion of the 
labor force enrolled in various schools certainly provided an ouLlet for 
the pressures on employnlnt, at run. Nitlioult s liicl tlheleast in the short s 
unemploynielit rate unquestionably \ould have been inuch hi hier. The 
role ofeducationI in Taiwan opeis tip a major horizon relating to de\elop
ment strategy. For if real income rises steadily, particularly in agriculture, 
it may give rise to an intermediate stage in tle labor transfer process, in 
which training and eduCation are provided to tlie unskilled. This inlter
mediate stage presumably can ser\C tie usefulI fuieltion (f' providing a 
cushion intlhe short runito divert the pressures on emloyent and a 
reservoir in the long runItoi supply the skilled labor for induqtrial expan
sion. This particular grolh path appears to he a fea,,ilc delopmental 
policy relating to the choices betw een direct productis e u eCiunlcut versus 
social overhead invCstluncut illeducation, and bCtwCeenl icsclo)pillent 

through capital-intensive techniques and/or industries versus des lopment 
through labor-intensive technliiqies aid industries. The experieice serves 
as an indication if' development in the industrial sector is capital-biased; 
perhaps a concurrent expansion of educatLiol is desirable, from hoth 
short-run and long-run points of view. As a growth strategy, however, 
expansion in education side by side witI capital-deepenuing il industry is 
probably feasible oily Under some rather ititiStlalI social anidcecoIioiiic 
conditions. For one thing, considerable investment in education and a 
strong family tie along tle traditional line are req uired to acconmodate 
the unemployed withouLt causing social unrest. Apparently, the conditions 
were appropriate inTais aun. Also, tile growlh in real income realized 
through the rapid rate of' technical change throughout tlie Taiwanese 
eccanomy over tihe relevant period may have made this growth alternative 
feasible. 
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Changes in Real Earnings and in Terms of Trade 

Earnings in Agriculture and in Nonagricuture 
that Taiwan's agriculture remains traditional,Although not implying 

earnings per worker in agriculture are calculated here without any refer

cnce to the marginal product of labor in the sector. Despite the revolution

ary change in agricultural pro.iuctivity, the deep-rooted centuries-old 

traditions, institutional arrangements, and social mores in Taiwan's 
we that theagriculture are left very much untouched. Hence, assume 

to explain farm earningsmarginal productivity theory canno, be applied 

within such a social framework. Following Lewis, earnings per worker in 

to be set by average productivity under the givenagriculture are assumed 
the family sharingconditions of land taxation, land tenure system, and 

arrangement. In table 6 the information or. changes in the average produc

tivity of farm workers, earnings per employed, and real earnings per 

worker in agriculture is presented. Real earnings shown in the table are 
by an1index of pricesobtained flrom annual moncy earnings deflated 

farmers paid. For the period 1951-65 as a whole, real earnings per worker 

in agriculture increased almost as much as average labor productivity, 

while the rate of increase in farm earnings was below that of labor produc

tivity in 1953-63. The rise in prices farmers paid relative to those farmers 

received may have caused the gap between farm productivity and farm 

earnings in that period. 
Money wages in nonagriculture are obtained as a weighted average 

of daily earnings in manufacturing, mining, and utilities. These figures are 

then converted into annual money earnings in order to achieve com
anparability with the earnings per farm worker, which are stated on 

annual basis. With respect to real earnings per worker in nonagriculture, 

two measures are comp,,ted, based on two separate price indexes-a cost

of-living index for consumers in major cities and an index of agricultural 

products. The former can be taken as measure of the changes in living 

standards of workers in nonagriculture, the latter as an indicator of real 

wages in terms of agricultural goods. Both measures are shown in table 6. 

Contrary to the case in agriculture, increases in the real earnings per 

worker (moncy earnings adjusted by cost of living) in nonagriculture 

exceeded rises in labor productivity up until 1964, when a reersal took 

place. The result, although similar, is much less accentuated, if the real 

earnings in nonagriculture are measured in terms of agricultural products. 

In that case, the rise in real earnings per worker above that in labor 

productivity was true only up until 1958, when the reversal happened. 

Thus, in terms of agricultural goods, real earnings lagged behind produc

tivity increases for the balance of the period. 
Although Lewis emphasizes the importance of agricultural improve

ment, he is explicitly more concerned with the possible adverse effect of 

rising prices of food on industrial expansion, should agriculture fail to 

grow, than with increases in farmers' real income. This is understandable: 
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TABLE 6 
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY AND REAL EARNINGS PER WORKER 

AGRICULTURE NONAGRICULTURE 

PERIOD 

Labor 
Produc-
tivity* 

Index of 
Earnings 

per Worker 
(NTSI,724 

100)t 

Index of 
Prices 

Farmers 
Paid' 

Index of Real 
Earnings 

per Worker 
(NTSI,724 

= 100)§ 

Labor 
Produc-

tivity 

Index of 
Earnings 

per Worker 
(NTS2,691 

= 100) 

Cost-of-
Living 
Index# 

Price 
Index of 

Agricultural 
Products** 

Index of Real Wages 
(NTS2,691 = 100) 

Measure Measure 
AIt B+ ++ 

1951 ... 
1952... 
1953... 
1954... 
1955... 

100.0 
108.5 
120.7 
120.0 
121.6 

100.0 
140.7 
201.6 
171.0 
212.9 

100.0 
129.0 
176.6 
163.6 
179.2 

100.0 
109.1 
114.2 
104.5 
118.8 

100.0 
102.7 
108.9 
122.2 
120.2 

100.0 
146.2 
176.4 
194.1 
222.4 

100.0 
129.5 
149.9 
148.0 
163.0 

100.0 
141.6 
188.1 
159.5 
205.1 

100.0 
112.9 
117.7 
131.2 
136.4 

100.0 
103.2 
93.8 
121.7 
108.4 

1956... 
1957... 
1958... 
1959... 
1960... 

133.9 
146.1 
155.0 
150.6 
149.2 

235.0 
269.0 
292.0 
323.0 
428.6 

195.5 
208.8 
211.1 
232.5 
314.6 

120.2 
129.3 
138.3 
138.9 
136.2 

128.2 
124.9 
127.2 
137.3 
138.5 

258.9 
295.5 
317.9 
332.4 
384.3 

181.6 
200.4 
206.9 
228.9 
271.0 

209.9 
227.1 
237.0 
271.7 
352.6 

142.5 
147.4 
151.8 
145.2 
141.8 

123.3 
130.1 
132.6 
122.4 
109.0 

1961... 
1962... 
1963... 
1964... 
1965... 

161.9 
162.5 
156.8 
169.7 
180.5 

457.9 
454.8 
464.8 
571.2 
602.3 

328.8 
323.9 
330.8 
339.4 
338.3 

139.3 
140.4 
140.5 
170.4 
178.0 

145.8 
152.2 
167.0 
183.5 
200.4 

456.7 
483.9 
502.6 
518.8 
566.6 

292.2 
299.1 
305.7 
305.2 
304.9 

406.4 
405.3 
420.1 
463.6 
443.2 

156.3 
161.8 
164.4 
170.0 
185.8 

112.4 
119.4 
119.6 
111.9 
127.8 

i 
n 

* Computed from data shown in table 1. t Computed from farm income data in National Ircome of the Republic of China. 
The index is taken from K. W. Chang, p. 535 (see n. 19). The index covers the period from 1952 to 1965: the 195i tigure is approximated

by the price index of consumers. § Earnings per worker deflated by the index of prices farmers paid.
Annual earnings per worker in nonagriculture are derived from the wkeighted average daily wages in manufacturing, mining, and the utilities 

industries. Data on daily earnings are from Taiwan Reconstruction Statistics,no. 3, table 28, and from Taiwan Statistical Data Book, 1967. p. 117. 
# The index for the 195 1-55 period is the average of indices of cost-of-living for urban workers and for civil scrvants; tigures for year between 

1956 and 1965 are taken from K. W. Chang, p. 533. 
** The index from the period from 1951 to 1960 is taken from Y. NI. Ho, pp. 110-I1. The index is extended here, by the same method, to 

1965. The original index takes the 1952-56 period as the base. 
"ftEarnings deflated by the cost-of-living index. ++++Earnings deflated by the price index of agricultural products. 

" 
7 
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in Lewis's two-sector scheme improvement in peasants' real income may 
cause an upward movement of real wages in nonagriculture, and anything 

that reduces capitalists' surplus represses the rate of industrial growth. 

Nevertheless, even in Lewis's scheme, rises in agricultural productivity 

will generate a real-income effect, which may enlarge domestic markets 

for industrial goods, and thus promote industrial growth. Lewis assumes, 

a priori, that the real-wage effect on costs outweighs the real-income effect 

on demand. It is well known that agricultural improvement played a vital 

role in Japan's economic development, where increases in agricultural 

productivity largely were siphoned off thro:,gh high rent and rural taxes 

to finance industrialization.' 7 Hence, these transfer devices presumably 

! ad nullified the real-income effect of agricultural improvement in Japan. 

Although comparable to the Japanese experience in many respects, 

Taiwan's agricultural development involved no large scheme to siphon off 

the growing agricultural surplus. 1 Quite possibly the change in real 

income of farmers played a greater part in Taiwans industrial growth 

than in Japan. For one thing, the intermediate stage in the labor transfer 

process, as noted before, might have failed to emerge in Taiwan without a 

substantial and steady rise in farmers' real income. 
Our empirical findings do not conform to the classical assumption 

that real wages in terms of agricultural goods in nonagriculture remained 

constant in the initial phase of development. Evidence indicates that real 

wages in nonagriculture rose steadily in the presence of surplus labor, as 
rate in both sectors. The contradicindicated by the high unemployment 

tion between our empirical findings and the assumption of the classical 
school is readily explainable. To begin with, the components of the real 

wages indexes compiled here are earnings of labor with various degrees of 

skills. Constant real wages apply only to the unskilled, as is well recognized 

by Lewis. The steady upward movement of the real wage over the period 
1951-65 perhaps reflects the development of the so-called quasi bottleneck 
in industrial expansion. There is an indication that the computed schedule 

of average annual earnings for workers in manufacturing, mining, and 

utilities industries has overstated the earnings for the unskilled in non

" See, e.g., Bruce F. Johnston, "Agricultural Productivity and Economic 

Development in Japan," Journal of Political Economy 59, no. 6 ()eccmber 1951): 
498-513; K. Ohkawa and Henry Rosovsky, "The Role of Agriculture in Modern 
Japanese Economic Development," Economic Derelopntent antd Cultural Change 9, 
no. I (October 1960): 43-67; Toshio Shishido, "Japanese Agriculture: Productivity 
Trend and Development of Techniques," Journal of Farm Economics , o. 2 (May 
1961): 748-62. 

'" Initiated in 1949 and completed in 1952, the land reform program in Taiwan 
may have played a part to channel a portion of the surplus in agriculture to non
agriculture for industrial expansion. The land-to-the-tiller program required the 
payment of the land prices in kind, and landlords received government bonds and 
shares in govern:.,:nt enterprises. Nevertheless, they must be considered as once-for
all schemes. Farmers are obviously allowed to retain their extra output resulting from 
rises in productivity. 
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TABLE 7 

REAL EARNINGS PIER WORKER IN AGRICULTURE AN) NONAGRICULTURE 
(NT$)*
 

Farm Earnings 
as Percentage of 

Period Farm Earnings Nonfarm Earnings Nonfarm Earnings 

Earnings deflated by agricultural prices: 
1951-55 ......... 1,884 2,837 66.4 
1956-60 ......... 2,286 3,323 68.8 
1961-65 ......... 2,650 3,182 83.3 

Earnings deflated by cost of ik.ng: 
1951-55 ......... 1,884 3,219 58.5
 
1956-60 ......... 2,286 3,923 58.3
 
1961-65 ......... 2,650 4,512 58.7
 

* Computed from table 6. 

agriculture. In 1956 a minimum annual wage of NTS3,600 was introduced 
and imposed in Taiwan. " This amount was 52 percent of the present 
computed annual wage per worker. Also, earnings per employed in agricul
ture that yea: were higher than tile minimum earnings imposed in non
agriculture. The niinimum annual earnings in nonagr,:ulture was adjusted 
upward by 50 percent in 1963. But prices. measured by the cost-of-liiving 
index, increased by about 68 percent bet\een 1956 and 1963. The adjust
ment is therefore exceeded by price changes. 

As shown in table 7, our evidence isconsistent with the assumption 
of the classical and the neoclassical models that a wage differential exists 
between agriculture and non:tgriculture. Most interesting, and surprising 
too, is the virtually constant ratio of real earnings per worker between the 
two sectors, \when real earnings of nonagricuture are measured by the cost 
of living. Since earnings for the unskilled in the nonlarin sector are less 
than those of'the employed in the farm sector, it is implausible to regard 
this last result as evidence supporting Lewis's view that farm earniings set 
the floor to earnings innonagriculture. The excess of real farm earnings 
above real wages of the unskilled in nonagriculture also suggests that the 
transfer of labor from agriculture to notiagriculture can proceed without 
the inducement of a wage differential. Apparently, in economies with 
population pressure labor is likely to be pushed out rather than pulled 
away from agriculture. 

Changes in Terms of Trade 
F' m the viewpoint of farmers' real income, the movement of terms of 
trade can be measured by changes in the ratio of prices farmers received 
to prices they paid. A broader measure of changes can be obtained by 
taking the ratio ofprices ofagricultural goods to that of nonfarm products. 

19K. W. Chang, ed., Economic Decelopnment in Taiwan (Taiwan: Cheng-Chueng 
Book Co., 1967), p. 645. 
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measures of changes in the intersectoralFor comparative purposes, both 

terms of trade are computed and shown in table 8.
 

'FABLE 8 

CHANCiS IN INTERNAL TERMS OF TRADE 

(1952-56 = 100)
 

Price Price 
Index of Terms-of-Index of Index of Terms-of- Indcx of 

Trade
Agri- Nonagri- Trade Prices Prices 
Farmers Farmers Measurecultural cultural Measure 

At Receised§ Paid§ B 
Year Products* Productst 

1951 ......... 56.00 79.62 70
 
82. 23 96 77.62 76.45 161.5 

1952 ......... 79.28 
 99.9117 104.59 104.65 
1953 ......... 105.35 89.77 


93.09 96 96.30 96.90 99.4 
1954 ......... 89.33 
 100.3106.49 106.19
1955 ......... 114.84 107.09 	 107 


114.99 115.80 99.3 
1956 ......... 117.54 127.65 92 


88 127.40 123.70 	 102.9 
1957 ......... 127.19 144.97 


127.99 125.07 102.3 
1958 ......... 132.73 142.64 93 


103.1100 142.01 137.78
1959 ......... 152.15 151.44 


197.86 186.35 106.2 
1960 ......... 197.45 162.93 	 121 


142 204.00 194.79 104.7
 
1961 ......... 227.61 159.78 


100.9193.56 191.90171.54 132
1962 ......... 226.99 

125 210.97 196.04 107.6 

1963 ......... 235.26 188.15 

203.86 127 219.07 201.06 109.0 

1964 ......... 259.61 

123 217.82 200.44 l(8.7

1965 ......... 248.18 202.06 


* See table 6, col. 8. 
t 	Price index of industrial prcducts for the period 1952-60 istaken from Taiwan 

1961-65 from K. W. Chang, p. 536. The 1951 
Reconstruction Statistics. p. 138; for 

and total value of industrial
figure is imputed from index of 	industrial production 

production at current prices. 
index of industrial

Price index of agricultural products divided by price 


products.
 
§ From K. W. Chang, p. 535.
 
!'The index of prices farmer received divided by the index of prices farmers paid.
 

The table indicates that 1958 was an important turning point regarding 

the movement of the terms of trade between the two sectors. '[le terms of 

trade, measured by the ratio of the price index of farm products to that of 

nonfarm products, were largely unfavorable to agriculture in the 1951-58 

but steadily became unfavorable to nonagriculture thereafter. Itperiod, 
has been noted before that the reversal in the terms of trade came when the 

relative growth rates of th, tw ) sectors began to diverge, with nonagricul

ture's growth rate pulling ahead. This would seem to undermine Lewis's 
)f trade against nonagricultureposition that the deterioration of terms 

reduces capitalists' suiplus, thus tending to slow down the growth of the 

industrial sector. For the worsening in the terms of trade did not prevent 

the nonagricultural sector from further growth. In this case, Lewis is again 

overconcerned with the possibility that worsening in the terms of trade 

against nonagriculture will raise real wages of nonfarm workers in terms 

of industrial goods, thus cutting into capitalists' profits, and neglecting the 
effect of steady improvement inconcomitant favorable real-income 


farmers' income.
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In Lewis's two-sector model, a balanced path of growth, implying 
fixed terms of trade, can be achieved if the ratio of growth of agriculture to 
nonagriculture is consistent with the income elasticities of demand for 
farm products relative to that for nonfarm products. Suppose we follow 
Lewis and assume that in order to maintain a stable terms of trade bctween 
the two sectors an appropriate rate of growth of each sector is required. 
The required rate of the two sectors is assumed to be determined by the 
two equations: (I) G, = r, ± Or,,; and (2) Q, = r, + Or,; where 
GR = required rate of growth of agriculture, Q,1 = required rate of 
growth of nonagriculture, r, = growth rate of ponulation, r,, = growth 
rate of real income per capita, r,. = rate of capital formation, 1, = income 
elasticity of demand for food products, and ,il,= income elasticity of 

demand for nonfarm products. Whereas the required rate of agriculture 

takes into account tile increase in demand for agricultural products through 
changes in real income and in population, the required rate of growth of 
nonagriculture measures the expansion in demand for consumer goods 
through real income changes and for capital goods due to capital foirma
tion.20° Let G be the observed rate of growth of agriculture and Q the 
observed rate of growth of nonagriculture. Since it is rare that the actual 
growth of each sector follows exactly the razor's edge defined by the 
required growth path, we propose the follom ing: (1) terms of trade would 
turn against agriculture if 

G 
> 

Q. 
Gu Q, 
G1, QR' 

and (2) terms of trade would turn against nonagriculture if 

G Q 
GR G, 

20 From income statistics published in National Income of the Republic of 
China, we derived our estimates of income elasticity of demand for food as follows: 

Period 

Food Consumption 
per Capita 

(, Change) 

Real Income 
per Capita 

(% Change) 

Income Elasticity
of Demand for 
Food Products 

1951-58 .............. 15.4 19.4 0.79 
1959-65 .............. 19.8 42.8 0.46 
1951-65 .............. 45.8 82.5 0.56 

Food consumption per capita is measured in terms of food expenditu'es in constant 
1964 New "'aiwan dollars. 

Income tlasticity of demand for nonfarm products is assumed to be equal to 1.1. 
Our result holds as long as income elasticity for nonfarm products is less than 1.3. 
For nonfarm tioods as a group, it isvery unlikely that income elasticity can be greater 
than 1.3. This assertion is based on the examination of the estimates of income 
elasticities for different manufactured goods made by the United Nations and cited in 
D. S. Swamy, "A Statistical Evidence of Balanced and Unbalanced Growth," Review 
of Economics and Statistic, 49, no. 3 (August 1967): 288-303. 
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The observed behavior of the internal terms of trade over the period con

forms to this formulation. In fact, the hypothesis explains the exact timing 
of trade in 1958 when they moved againstof the reversal of the terms 

nonagriculture. 

Summary and Concluding Remarks 
Our analysis of Taiwan's development experience during the 1951-65 

period in a two-sector scheme has aimed to shed some light not only on 

the Taiwanese experience, but also the applicability of the classical and 

neoclassical models. There can be little question that Taiwan stands as an 

outstanding example of successful development under the severe pressure 
as an important test caseof population. Hence, Taiwan can be regarded 

of the relevance of the theoretical propositions in the classical model 

respecting economies N ith surplus population. Although principally con
the classical modelcerned with industrial growth 	 as such, in essence, 

path. Expansion of the industrial sectorprescribes a balanced growth 
requires concurrent development of agriculture at an appropriate rate, 

maintaining a sta'le terms of trade between the two sectors. A balanced 

growth is list) essential to keep real wages in terms of industrial products 

at a constant level. Too rapid an improvement in agricultural productivity 
into indusmay repress industrial growth. In flact, any change that cuts 


trialists' prolits will adversely affect the rate of capital formation and, thus,
 

the over-all rate of gro\ th. The central feature of economic transformation 

in the classical two-sector scleLne is the reallocation of surplus labor from 

agriculture to nonagricultute under a fixed real wage level. Once the 

growth process isstarted, while balance is maintained, the industrial sector 

isassumed to move forward smoothly as labor iscontinuously pulled away 
of the phase of development withfrom agriculture. Upon completion 

surplus labor in agriculture, growth enters the neoclassical stage in which 

labor no longer isavailable to the industrial sector at a constant real wage. 

Once this ..portant transition takes place, representing the so-called 

turning-point in the Ranis-Fei refined version of the model, growth is 

assumed to take on different characteristics.2' Specifically, real wages in 

nonagriculture begin to rise and capita!-Thallowing gives way to capital

deepening in the nonfarm sector. 
Taiwan's experience evidently contradicts the growth profile in the 

classical model on several counts, involving the labor transfer process, the 
terms of trade. We havemovement of real wages, and changes in the 

found that the enormous growth of nonagriculture in Taiwan had failed to 

generate sufficient employment to accommodate the transfer of surplus 

labor from agriculture, and the labor transfer process does not seem to be 

an important dimension of growth. The movement of labor appeared to be 

largely a process of relocating the surplus labor from one sector to another. 

21 Fci and Ranis, Development of the Labor Surplus Economy, p. 205. 
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Thus, Taiwan's growth experience with respect to labor reallocation in the 
relevant period indicates that the rolc of labor transfer in the development 
of an economy with surplus populatioll may have been overstressed. The 
experience is simply further evidence confirming Ku/zits's results that 
increases in per capita income have been priml'ily due to rising produc

tivity \sithin sectors rather than to shifts in the relalixe shares of' tile labor 

force between sctors.' To emphasize the transfer of the labor forcc ill 

agriculture as an indispensable dimension of economic tran,,formation is 
to identify economic deCelopnlct 0ith indusriali/ation. This \ esCpoint 

is conducive to overestimaztin.g the capability of nonagricuture to lbsorb 

Surplus labor in the initial plhase of devClolncnt and to accomnodate 

growxth in labor force. It virtually overlooks agricultulc', potential in 

eliminating surplus labor through labor-intensi\c innovations ithin the 

sector. 'The difliculty with the classical proposition is that the concept of' 

surplus labor is defined statically \\ith reference only to thiecxisting tech

niques in agriculture, and that technological change i llme traditional 

sector is assumed to be necessarily labor saving. thus releasing labor. The 
question whether technical change in agriculture i bemust labor saxing is 

empirical as much as a matter of developmental policy. Thlus. the issue 
cannot be answered on a priori grounds. Nioreo\er, throlgh intentional 

choice or by necessity, modern inmdustrial growlth has lvred capital

intensive techniques and/or industries. 2 
3 This has been true also in Tailan. 

The classical emphasis on technical changes in agricullt rc to release labor 

therefore may be misleading. Perhaps decloping nations x\ith population 

pressure will be better off to think in terms of reabsorbing .sutrplIs labor iin 
agriculture by introducing Ilabor-intcnsivc devices into agriculture. In 

Taiwan, in spite of the extremely crowded conditior iin a ric- Lture. farm 

employment increased ati ii ually at a rate of .6 percent. ConSeCluneillylv, tile 

possibility ofactiVating surplus labor x ithin the agricultural sector through
technical change should not be too readiy d iSnisscd in other areas, 

especially if they are less congested. Under rapid population grostli, the 

pressure for employment is likely to be preset in1every segment of the 

economy, not agricultLre 1lon1C. Thtus. tile core of tCie grox il problem in 

economies with isurpl us population should be tile creation Of produCtive 
employment for tile uLniiemployed, be it ill agricultire or iin nonagricultLire. 

Our empirical evidence in terms ofg ro\, th of farn labor fbrcc relative 

to farm employment, a persisting high rate of' Liemployiiment ill both 

sectors, and the aforementioned character of" tile labor transfcr process, 
indicates that Taiwan so far clearly has failld to reach the important land

mark of the "turning-point." On the other hand, Tai\wan's experience 

22 See Simon Kuznets, "Quantitative Aspects of the Economic Growth of 

Nations. II. Industrial Distribuhion of National IrrodLiC and Labor Force," Economic 
Derelopment and Culiral Change 5. no. 4, suppl. (July 1957): 52--54. 

2:1 Capital-biased growth is found to be mtre in n1ost I atin American couttries: 
see Werner Bacr and NI. E.A. Ilerve, "Fnloynicnt and Indtistrialization in Develop
ing Countries," QuarterlyJournal of Economics 80, no. I (February 1966): 88-107. 
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during the period of development with surplus labor displayed major 

characteristics assumed to emerge only after the "turning-point." As noted 

before, real wages, as measured by money earnings deflated by the cost-of

living index, shifted consistently upward over the relevant period. And the 

process of capital-deepening in nonagriculture became quite notable 

1958. The bias of the growth pattern in favor of capitalbeginning in 
intensive indusiries and techniques, possibly inconsistent with the resource 

endowment of Taiwan, might have been encouraged by the steady rise in 

real wages relative to labor productivity. More important, growth in 

Taiwan evidently has become a self-sustaining process prior to the attain

ment of such a turning-point, contrary to theoretical beliefs. This raises a 

fundamental question concerning the importance and relevance of such a 

turning-point in development of an economy with surplus labor. 

In a recent and highly interesting attempt to identify the turning-point 

in the Japanese developmental process, Minami concluded: "The turning

point was passed sometime during the postwar years. We cannot offer, 

however, a definite date for the turning-point. One may observe that it 

1953, because real wage rate and the marginal producoccurred around 
tivity of labor in the subsistence sector are thought to have begun to rise 

may it is 1960, because thesteadily in that year. Another insist that 
If this turning-point, viewed aselasticity of labor supply kinks in 1960. '24 

the time of cessation of surplus labor in agriculture, was reached in Japan 

only as recently as 1953-60, long after the Japanese takeoff, Minami's 

findings constitute further evidence that the turning-point, an elegant 

concept in pure theory, has been greatly overemphasized; at best it has a 

remote applicability to contemporarily developing nations with surplus 

population. 
The experience of Taiwan also casts doubt concerning the relevance 

real wage in nonagriculture.of the classical assumption of a constant 
Industrial expansion will undoubtedly give rise to demand for labor of all 

degrees of skills. What appeared to be more relevant is the change in the 

real wage package for the skilled and the unskilled. The question whether 

the real wage for the unskilled is indeed constant is only of secondary 

importance. Industrialists' profits and the relative share of profits in 
be duly affected so long as industrialnational income aggregate will 

growth entails an upward movement of real wages. In the same vein, the 
aclassical assumption that a wage differential exists between sectors as 

21 Ryoshin Minami, "The Turning Point in the Japanese Economy," Quarterly 

Journal of Economics 82, no. 3 (August 1968): 380-402. Although the exact date at 

which Japan had passed the turning-point is still in dispute, all participating in the 

dispute except Ranis and Fei seem to take the view that the turning point had occurred 
in the 1950s, see, e.g., W. Arthur Lewis, "Unlimited Labour: Further Notes," 

no. 1 (January 1958): 1-32;Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies 26, 

K. Ohkawa, "Agriculture and Turning-Points in Economic Growth," Developing 
Economies 3 (December 1965): 471-86. Ranis-Fei's view is in Development of the 

Labor Surplus Economy, pp. 260-66. 
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mechanism of the labor transfer process may be criticized as redundant. 
Under a severe pressure of population, it appeared in Taiwan that labor 
responded more readily to employment opportunities than to remunera
tions of employmcnt. 

Our findings further suggest that the real-income effect of increases 
in farmers' real income, brought about by changes in technology in 
agriculture and in terms of toade in favor of agriculture is unduly under
stated in the classical model. However, our empiricai two-sector model is 
an open one. Consequently, the gains of farmers in real income through 
favorable changes in terms of trade could have been realized \ ithout any 
compensating loss in real income on the part of the domestic nonagricul
tural sector. 

Interesting enough, our results give more evidence to the neoclassical 
rather than the classical model. The increase in agricultural employment 
in Taiwan under surplus population is in line with Jorgenson's assertion 
that "the agricultural labor force may rise, fall, or remain constant."-2. 
Moreover, in the neoclassical model, real wages in nonagriculture are 
assumed to be variable rather than fixed, and those in agriculture to be 
proportional to those in nonagricultire. For \ hate er reason, such a 
proportional relation exists in Taiwan. Also, Jorgenson seems to anticipate 
the foreseen possibility that the strength of growth in tL. nonagricultural 
sector may greatly exceed its capacity to absorb agricultural labor, in 
saying: "The criterion for a critical minimum effort proposed by Ranis 
and Fei that the rate of'growth of population 'nust be less than the rate of 
growth of the industrial labor force, prov'ded no indication whatever 
concerning tile economic viability of the advanced sector."" 

Our findings, however, contradict tile neoclassical foriiimulation on one 
account. In the neoclassical model, the terms of trade are assumed to be 
determined by the growth rate of population, the output elasticity of labor
in ag. iculture, and the rate of change in wages in manufcturing. According 

to Jorgenson's formulation, a special test has found, the terms of trade 
between tile two sectors should have turned against agriculture in 1958-65. 

Some of our differences from tile classical and the neoclassical models 
may stem from deviations in content. Specifically, our two-sector scheme 
differs from the theoretical two-sector models in four iriportant aspects: 
(I) our division of the Taiwanese economy, based on empirical expediency, 
does not exactly correspond to the theoretical division based on the 
inclusiveness of the production function; (2) population growth is treated 
as common to both sectors rather than confined to tie traditional sector;2 7 

2, Jorgenson, p.309. 
26 Ibid., p. 308.VRanis and Fei assumne that growth in population is a phenomenon of the 

traditional sector and that the increment in population is then being allocated to the 
advanced sector. To analyze the extent to which agricultural surplus labor is absorbed 
by industrial expansion, the assumption is obviously unsatisfactory. 
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(3) while, in theories of development of a dual economy, agriculture is 

invariably assumed to be a traditional sector of low productivity, Taiwan's 

agriculture is eflicient and productive; and (4) ours is two-sector model for 

open economy, wherein the fbreign trade sector is implicitly found inan 
seem that the uncovered deviations 

from the classical model oughl to be viewed as major limitations on its 

value. In general, our resuits signify that the condition governing labor 

supply may be less important as a factor in development than the state of 

technology and the rate of change in technology in agriculture. In over

populated, underdeveloped countries, the ultimate outcome of develop
not so much on the race between growth in 

nonagriculture. However, it would 

ment efforts may depend 
industrial employment and growth in population, as suggested by Ranis 

the race between tile rate of technical change in agricultureand Eci, as on 

and the rate of population growth.
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